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Based on the exploration of the www.facilitate.com as the Group Decision
Support System (GDSS) website, the following will be explained several aspect of the
GDSS that have been found in the www.facilitate.com website and referred to the
lecturer questions.

Figure .1 www.facilitate.com homepage interface

1. What groupware functions available?
Answer:
The term groupware refers to software products that support groups of people
engaged in a common task or goal, and provide an interface to share environment (per
Ellis et al in the turban 1993). Furthermore, Turban explained that groupware is
known in the computer industry to be very ambiguous.
The groupware functions that are available and have been found in the website
consist of;
a. Brainstorming function
The brainstorming function is available in the FacilitatePro tools as groupware
function and have several advantages that can be obtained such as collect ideas from
an unlimited number of participants simultaneously, use headlines and details to make

users point more clearly, add ideas during a meeting or come back later to add to the
discussion, and make ideas anonymous or attributed as appropriate to the discussion
topic.
b. Categorization function
Categorization function can be found as the groupware function that organize
or categorize the ideas that have been collected by the users. Categorization function
can allow the participants to build on ideas on the flip chart, adding comments, web
links, files or images.

c. Voting/prioritization function
The voting / prioritization function is provided by the groupware to assist the
users in the evaluation or prioritization so the users can select the voting ballot based
on the voting rating then the voting result can be seen and used in the another
application.
d. Action planning function
The action planning function is provided by the groupware to turn the ideas
into actions plans by recording responsibility, start and end dates and status
information for each item that will be used.
e. Survey function
The survey function is used to make data gathering paperless and painless so
the optimum survey results can be reached.
f. Documentations function
The documentations function is given by the groupware so the user’s
proceedings can be printed and handed out or participants can print their own reports
at their offices

Figure .2 Documentations function screen
g. Chat function
The chat function is provided by the groupware as the function for fast
interaction and instant messaging by the users as the conversation without focused
agenda.

Figure .3 Chat room / voice message function screen

2. What GDSS tools are provided?
The GDSS tools that area provided by the FacilitatePro in the www.facilitate.com
consist of;
a. Electronic brainstorming tool
FacilitatePro provides an electronic flipchart to capture ideas as the electronic
brainstorming tool. The users can type their idea into an electronic notepad and post it
to the flip chart along with the ideas contributed by everyone else. Furthermore, the
ideas can also include links to Web sites, text, data or image files, or e-mail accounts.

Figure .2 Brainstorming feature / tool screen

b. Idea organizers tool

Recognizing that there is more to problem solving than simply collecting good
ideas, FacilitatePro give you many ways to organize them. Within the electronic flip
chart, you can build on your ideas, combine, edit, move or copy ideas and categorize
your ideas.

Figure .3 a sample Brainstorming with Categorization screen as idea organizers tool.

c. Tools for voting or setting priorities
Making decisions involves prioritizing ideas and reaching consensus.
FacilitatePro allows you to quickly and easily transform any list of ideas into a
sophisticated voting ballot. Select single or multiple voting criteria and voting

formats. View the results instantly. Return for a second round of voting after
discussion or select the top items and build an action plan. Quickly turn a brainstorm
list into a voting ballot for participants to evaluate or prioritize. Select from several
standard voting profiles with options for rating, checkboxes, high/medium/low,
true/false, assigning points, and agree/disagree scales. Reissue ballots quickly and
easily. View the results instantly. Print out a variety of reports or easily export the
data into another application.

Figure .4 Voting/prioritization tool and voting results screens.

d. Action planning tools
The real payoff from a meeting occurs when the results are turned into actions.
FacilitatePro makes it easy to take recommendations from the meeting and build them
into action plans with roles, responsibilities and timelines. Once developed, teams can
continue to update the status of an action plan on-line until it has been completed.

The action planning tools can turn ideas into action plans by recording
responsibility, start and end dates and status information for each item, display items
graphically in a time chart, and export action plan details for import into other project
management tools.

Figure .5 Action Planning tool screen.
e. Survey tools
FacilitatePro includes a robust survey tool that enables you to create and
administer elegant surveys quickly without the need to know HTML programming.
Survey results are available online at any time to authorized users. Set up complex
surveys for distribution over the Internet/Intranet. Enter questions and select
appropriate voting profiles for individual and blocks of questions. Monitor results
online at any time. Summarize survey results across multiple levels of organization or
pre-defined demographic categories while keeping individual responses anonymous.
Select from extensive report and export options.

Figure .6 Survey tool screen.

3. How participant involve / take part using the system for a decision making session?
Answer:
Because the FacilitatePro tools are web-based, you can choose whether you want to
gather participants in a conference room, set up a distributed meeting or a mixture of
both. You decide whether the meeting should be real-time or whether participants will
contribute their ideas when their schedule allows. Either way, you get the same focus
and productivity with significantly greater scheduling flexibility.
a. Face-to-Face Meetings (Same Time, Same Place)
Make decisions in half the time with twice the input. FacilitatePro’s web based
meeting tools support each stage of a well-run meeting. The result is a combination of
the best aspects of face-to-face interaction with exceptional levels of participation and
productivity. FacilitatePro tools support the following meeting steps:

Prepare

- Asynchronous brainstorming and online surveys for
pre-meeting data gathering

Plan

- Custom interactive agenda creation with topics and
subtopics

Generate Ideas - Brainstorming tool for rapid attributed or anonymous
idea generation
Converge

- Categorizing tool for organizing and synthesizing ideas

Prioritize

- Sophisticated voting tool for prioritizing, decision
making and consensus building

Action Planning - Action planning tool for documenting next steps and
responsibilities
Document

- Report and export tools for documentation,
communication and further collaboration

Imagine a meeting using FacilitatePro. You need to meet with your key managers
to review the strategic plan that will guide your organization over the next few years.
Everyone has left their work on their desk to attend this important meeting so time
and focus are of the essence. Each participant has their laptop, with a web browser
open to the meeting agenda. The first topic of the agenda is to brainstorm the
challenges and issues associated with the implementing the plan. Everybody types in
their ideas in parallel, which are captured on a shared electronic flipchart. Input is
anonymous so ideas flow freely. After a few minutes, you lead the group in a verbal
discussion of the ideas and organize them into categories on the flipchart. Now you
are ready to prioritize and make decisions. You quickly transform the electronic flip
chart into a ballot and distribute it to the group. They vote on the urgency and impact
of the ideas, and the collective results are immediately displayed on each screen. With
this prioritized list, the group focuses on action plans and each leaves with a complete
set of meeting notes.
The meeting takes an hour instead of an entire afternoon and everyone is back in their
offices focusing on business at hand.

Figure .7 an example of a face-to-face meeting agenda and discussion topic.

b. Virtual Collaboration / Asynchronous Meetings (Different Time, Different
Place)
With FacilitatePro teams collaborate, contribute ideas and evaluate issues at a time
and place convenient for them. Team members can work from home, from a hotel, or
in offices thousands of miles apart. All they need is a computer, modem, and access to
the Internet or their internal intranet. Project teams secure an electronic meeting room
in Facilitate.com's virtual conference center, where the project leader sets up an
agenda of topics for discussion. The team leader solicits input from participants,
organizes the input, distributes a voting ballot, publishes the results and requests input
for the next steps. Action plans keep everyone on track.
Supplement face to face meetings
Imagine arriving at an on-site meeting ready to take action and make decisions. Prior
to meeting face to face, the team leader sets up a web meeting to solicit input from
participants, identify the high priority items and construct a focused agenda with

much of the initial information exchange completed. During the on-site meeting time
is spent making critical decisions and cementing agreement on appropriate actions.


A survey tool for easy data gathering



An electronic meeting room with customizable agenda with topic links



A brainstorming tool for rapid attributed or anonymous idea generation



A categorizing tool for organizing and synthesizing ideas



A sophisticated voting tool for prioritizing, decision making and consensus
building



An action planning tool for documenting next steps and responsibilities



Report and export tools for documentation, communication and further
collaboration

Imagine supporting a project using FacilitatePro . You are responsible for a project
with a dispersed work team. Despite time and budget constraints your team needs to
be working closely together. To supplement your weekly status meeting, you set up an
ongoing web meeting to share daily updates. At their schedules permit, each team
member logs onto the meeting over the web and enters his or her contribution to this
week’s critical topics. Team members build on information already there, attach
supporting files and request information from their colleagues. You’ve got the
information you need to manage your project, and your work team can focus on
delivering results without overload from meetings, conference calls or emails.
In four hours, the group has collaborated to make key decisions without leaving their
offices. The cost and time savings from eliminating travel have more than offset the
cost of the technology – in a single meeting.

Figure .8 An example of an asynchronous meeting agenda
c. Remote meeting / Distributed Meetings (same time different places)
With FacilitatePro you can achieve real time interaction in a distributed environment,
conduct highly productive and cost-effective online meetings and add a new level of
collaboration to your teleconferences or web conferences. FacilitatePro provides:


Tools to support decision making and structured group interaction over the
web



Asynchronous pre-meeting brainstorming and surveys to inform your real time
event



Integration with your web conference or teleconference or use FacilitatePro
standalone



Interactive flip chart – everyone contributes ideas in parallel for the group to
see and build on



Prioritization and categorization tool to consolidate ideas into solutions



Flexible voting tool for fast decision-making and consensus building



Action planning module for documenting next steps



Data available for instant reporting or export

Imagine a distributed meeting using FacilitatePro. You need to have a meeting with
colleagues from around the country. Because of your organization’s attention to cost
control and the inconvenience of travel, you opt to combine a web conferencing
service and FacilitatePro to conduct the discussion. On the day of the meeting,
participants sign on to the designated web site and you share a Powerpoint
presentation that sets the stage. Then you invite the group to click on the link to
FacilitatePro’s interactive agenda. The first topic is a brainstorm about possible
solutions to your problem. Everybody works in parallel adding ideas to a shared
electronic flipchart. You’ve opted for anonymity so ideas flow freely. After a few
minutes, you lead the group in a verbal discussion of the ideas and assign them to
categories that are displayed in real time on everyone’s screen. Now you quickly
change the flip chart into a voting ballot and ask the group to rank the ideas according
to impact and feasibility. The results are immediately displayed in numeric and
graphic form. The group moves through several topics, brainstorming ideas and
categorizing and prioritizing as appropriate until a final set of key decisions emerges.
At the end of the meeting, each participant receives a complete set of meeting notes.

In four hours, the group has collaborated to make key decisions without leaving their
offices. The cost and time savings from eliminating travel have more than offset the
cost of the technology – in a single meeting.

Figure .9 An example of a distributed meeting agenda
d. Online Surveys
Gathering information from stakeholders, constituents, employees and customers is
critical to your operation. Yet it continues to be a costly logistical nightmare for many
companies, and the real problem solving has to wait until the surveys are collected
and tabulated. FacilitatePro offers a flexible yet sophisticated survey tool that allows
any authorized user to create and administer surveys to an unlimited number of
recipients, with no programming expertise required. Surveys can be simple yes/no or
complicated multi-format questionnaires. With the click of a mouse, you can view
graphical results online at any time or export the data into a spreadsheet or data base.


Speed and simplify the collection of data



Eliminate the costs associated with the creation and administration of paper
surveys



Set up, administer and analyze data on-line without I/T support



Imagine using FacilitatePro

Imagine using FacilitatePro. You are assessing business risk across your company and
you need to gather data from a wide cross-section of the organization using a series of
surveys. Your staff sets up the survey within a day, without requiring any
programming skills. The survey is accessible to everyone on your participant list with
access to a standard web browser. You request participation by email and within
hours you see results begin to come in online. You track the level of participation by
demographic category and check in with departments where responses are lagging.
You begin your analysis as soon as the results come in.
In a matter of days, not weeks, you have the data you need in hand and have identified
the actions that need to be taken.

Figure .10 an example of an online survey
4. What hardware / software technology is used?
Answer:
No HTML or programming skills are required
FacilitatePro 9.5™ is easy to install and maintain. Installation is simple and
straightforward and typically takes less than 30 minutes. There's no need for
programming or HTML coding skills.

Access via any standard Web browser
FacilitatePro supports most major Web browsers including Netscape's Navigator and
Microsoft's Explorer version 4.0 or later. There's no need for users to download
special applications or plug-ins.
Participant/User SW Requirements
Netscape's Navigator 4.0 or later
Microsoft's Explorer 4.0 or later
Most other HTML-viewer browsers (check for supported versions)
Web Server Minimum HW & SW Requirements
PC running Windows 2000 / XP/ 2003 Server
Apple Mac OS X or later (special bid only)
200 MB of free disk space
512 MB of RAM
Web Server Software Recommendations
FacilitatePro includes an integrated Web Server. No additional Web Serving Software
is required.
5. Provided example? (Could be used some real / illustrated examples from that site?
Answer:
a. The Business Proposition
With FacilitatePro meetings often take half the time, and consultants can focus on
methodology and analysis rather than data administration and documentation.

Successful consultants help their clients achieve breakthrough results by creating a
unique synergy between their expertise and their client's understanding of its business.
They accomplish this by facilitating the merger of internal know-how with external
knowledge of industry best practices and techniques. Collaboration is the foundation
for creating this transformation and integrating it into the fabric of the organization so
that the change is sustainable. And in this time of dispersed organizations and tight
budgets, clients are demanding that this process be cost-effective. Facilitate.com's
intuitive and powerful meeting and survey tools allow you to go beyond the meeting
room and expand the reach and scope of your consulting methodology.

Web Collaboration Solutions
Facilitate.com's meeting tools allow consultants to deliver executive workshops and
focus sessions to clients in the conference room or in their offices. Your client event is
enriched by participation and input from experts from around the world. All the data
is stored in a single repository, and participants have access to instant documentation
at any time. With Facilitate.com meetings often take half the time, and consultants can
focus on methodology and analysis rather than data administration and
documentation.
Consultants rely heavily on data gathered from their clients, from identifying and
prioritizing business risks to running a stakeholder survey. Facilitate.com's survey tool
speeds and simplifies data gathering by giving consultants the tools to set up,
administer and analyze survey data without requiring IT support. Results of the survey
or forum are available at any time. You spend less time creating and administering the
survey and more time applying the expertise your client has paid for to analyze the
results.
Client Example
Consultants can use Facilitate.com in any engagement where facilitation and
collaborative group process are required for project success. Our tools are integrated
into ideation workshops, as-is/to-be analysis, strategic planning, benchmarking, risk
consulting, mediation

workshops,

strategic

selling workshops,

organization

development teams, and many more. Learn how the FOURTHOUGHTGROUP uses
Facilitate.com to help their healthcare clients address the need to be in compliance
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requirements
for handling electronic health care information.

Figure .11 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
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